[Precision medicine-oriented safety assessment strategy for traditional Chinese medicines: disease-syndrome-based toxicology].
Drug toxicity is commonly divided into intrinsic and idiosyncratic types. The former can be generally uncovered in the preclinical safety evaluation stage by conventional toxicological experiments, while the latter is usually found only in the clinical evaluation stage, which is the main cause of severe adverse reactions and withdrawal of post-marketing drugs. Assessment and prediction of idiosyncratic toxicity is a challenging problem worldwide, and is an essential in the development of translational toxicology and precision medicine. Since traditional Chinese medicines (TCMs) have been applied for thousands of years with long experience in clinical efficacy and safety, idiosyncratic toxicity is regarded as an important factor for traditional "non-toxic" medicines and is associated with multiple individual states including different diseases, syndromes, habitus, etc. However, these individual conditions related to disease are often difficult to be resolved in conventional toxicological experiments, leading to insufficient translation of the experimental results into clinical application. We took an approach of systematic analysis of the differences and similarities in toxic property, medication rule and evaluating requirement between TCMs and chemical synthetic medicines. We present a novel and clinic-associated safety assessment strategy, namely as "disease-syndrome-based toxicology", for TCMs. The strategy is able to access the relativity, susceptibility and controllability of the toxicity of TCMs. The new strategy provides a theoretical and methodological guidance to practice and development of the TCM in favor of precision medicine.